
An  ad  to  promote  a  TV
commercial…
You know the stakes are high when an advertiser takes out a
full page ad to promote a TV commercial. Of course, it’s not
just any TV commercial–it’s a commercial during the Super
Bowl.

Top quarter of full
page cars.com ad in
Feb.  1  Washington
Post

Super  Bowl  advertising  costs  are  at  an  all-time  high.
According to Lisa de Moraes’ TV column in today’s Washington
Post, CBS is charging nearly $4 million per 30-second spot. De
Moraes  says  that  due  to  the  high  cost  and  the  clutter,
advertisers  are  doing  what  they  can  to  promote  their
commercials.  Some  advertisers  are  releasing  the  commercial
prior to the game and others are giving viewers the option of
choosing the ad ending.

Cars.com seems to think that producing a full page ad will
focus eye balls on their commercial. Notice that in addition,
the ad is promoting this website, where, in meta-fashion, they
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have some drama about the focus group about the impact of the
ad. Let’s see, based on this, I think we can expect a dramatic
ad, or an ad with drama, or an ironic take on car buying, or
an exaggeration. Or maybe the point is that we won’t know what
to expect.

I am not sure this tack works. For one, the need to advertise
an advertisement seems bizarre. And second, it sets up a very
high expectation that this ad is going to stand out. If the
commercial doesn’t meet expectations, then no one wins. The
advertiser  will  have  spent  $4  million  plus  the  cost  of
producing the video about the commercial plus the cost of
advertising the ad (design, placement, etc.). I would say
cars.com’s investment is a minimum of $5 million (and I don’t
know how much the Super Bowl commercial cost to produce or how
many newspapers the print ad ran in).

Will you be watching the Super Bowl?

Want to learn to blog?

If  you  would  like  to  have  a  successful  blog  (consistent,
interesting, and focused on your audience) and you are in the
Washington, DC metro area, check out my next blogging workshop
on February 28. More details and registration here.

 

 

Super sexist
I watched part of the Super Bowl last night, but really wasn’t
interested  in  the  game.  I  wanted  to  report  on  the
commercials–those famous, expensive spots that seem to make
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advertising history each year.  But, I just didn’t have the
patience to sit there and watch them. And you know what? The
ones I did see offended me. Apparently, advertising agencies
have been taught to believe that:

1) Only men watch football

2) Aforementioned men prefer to drink Bud Light while trying
to fulfill every male stereotype out there

3) Sexism sells

The absolute worst from the sexist standpoint was the Dodge
Charger commercial, where a man is emasculated by having to do
everything his wife nags him to do, and makes up for it by
taking a ride in this ridiculous car.  Close behind is the
always offensive GoDaddy, a company that believes men will buy
websites if scantily clad women appear in the ads.

My vote is that as marketers we stop paying heed to this one
time  event.  We  give  these  commercials  too  much  power  by
endlessly commenting and analyzing them.  The bottom line is
that it is a one-time deal that proves certain companies have
outmoded advertising ideas—thinking that by advertising during
the big game they will get so many eyeballs they won’t have to
do much else.

Your thoughts?


